Western Australian Coding Rule

0719/53 MMR vaccine in obstetrics

ACCD Coding Rule *Immunisation in a delivery episode of care* (Ref No: Q3200) was retired on 30 June 2019.

In ICD-10-AM/ACHI/ACS Eleventh Edition (effective 1 July 2019), amendments were made to ACS 1500 *Diagnosis sequencing in obstetric episode of care*. 
Western Australian Coding Rule

0218/08 MMR vaccine in obstetrics

WA Coding Rule 1209/13 *MMR vaccine in obstetrics* is superseded by ACCD Coding Rule *Immunisation in a delivery episode of care* (Ref No: Q3200) effective 1 January 2018; (log in to view on the ACCD CLIP portal).

Note: Coding of Anti-D is now in accordance with ACS 1500 *Diagnosis sequencing in delivery episodes of care*.

DECISION

WA Coding Rule 1209/13 MMR vaccine in obstetrics is retired.

[Effective 1 Jan 2018, ICD-10-AM/ACHI/ACS 10th Ed.]
Western Australian Coding Rule

1209/13 MMR vaccine in obstetrics

Q.
Should routine immunisations in obstetric patients (e.g. MMR) be coded?

A.
Immunisations (e.g. MMR) and Anti-D administration should not be coded as per ACS 0042 Procedures normally not coded, which states drug therapy is not coded unless it is the principal treatment in a same day admission. However it is noted that Anti-D is being coded at a local level at some WA hospitals.

DECISION
Procedure codes or Z codes for MMR and Anti-D should not be coded. Anti-D administration can be captured at a local level if required.

[Effective 4 Dec 2009, ICD-10-AM/ACHI/ACS 6th Ed.]